CONCEPT

I am fascinated by the sheer unlimited options of public art as an agent for positive change. The project
C2 for the Riverdale Park Station is a continuation and augmentation of a deep community involvement.
From design and initial artwork assembly to potential periodic redesign and reinstallation, every aspect
of this particular artwork aims to work directly with various community groups over a long period of time.
The installation consists of four large-scale curtains suspend from the I-beams of the elevated Riverdale
Park Station. The 330 ft long and 8 ft high curtains are woven together from 4 x 4 inch translucent acrylic
color swatches. The station area is transformed into a shimmering icon for the surrounding community.
The colored acrylic curtains are illuminated by the sunlight during the day and by programmed architectural flood lights at night. During the day, the sunlight will cast long rays through the color swatches and
blends the projected colors of all curtains on the floor.

The artwork enlivens the area underneath the station and contrasts the stark elegance of the concrete
beams and steel girders with the ephemeral beauty of the waving curtains. The previously gray
environment now has an aesthetic focus and invites not only commuters to identify the station as their
neighborhood destination, but can also host a variety of community events underneath the art
installation. Examples of those events are local art fairs, flea markets, concerts, and poetry readings that
in addition to basic amenities from seating to drinking fountains emphasize the urban town plaza
character.
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COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT

It is integral to the artistic concept that the Riverdale Park community has the option to decide the actual
design of the four curtains. As the artist, I will offer different practical options and suggestions of how to
illustrate the community’s ideas on designing the curtains.
Each curtain is about 12 color swatches high and 480 color swatches wide. We can consider this layout
as a long stained glass mosaic or long LED screen. Each curtain color swatch is a tile of the mosaic or
pixel of the screen that can be made in any basic color available for translucent acrylic.
Community members decide on a topic that should be featured on the curtain. Individual members then
design the layout of the curtain. I will assist with different traditional and digital design tools to support
and, if necessary, guide the aesthetic decision process.
It is possible to continue this community based decision process and change of the curtains’ design over
time. The redesign could be done on an annual basis to coincide with a local festival or art fair. The
budget will be structured to allow a large amount of spare swatches in various colors to accommodate
future updates of the curtains’ design.
An example illustrated in proposal’s large-format renderings is an option to depict traditional patterns
from four different continents as a symbol of Riverdale Park’s ethnic diversity. Each of the four curtains
would have a different pattern design. Considering that the sunlight will blend together all the projected
colors of the curtains on the floor, the installation symbolizes at the same the diversity of the individual
patterns or images on a single curtain as well as the unity of the community as a whole.

Africa – traditional weaving pattern

Asia - Chinese tile pattern

Americas -Navajo / Aztec weaving pattern

Europe - traditional Christmas jumper pattern

An example illustrated in proposal’s large-format renderings is an option to depict traditional patterns
from four different continents as a symbol of Riverdale Park’s ethnic diversity. Each of the four curtains
would have a different pattern design. Considering that the sunlight will blend together all the projected
colors of the curtains on the floor, the installation symbolizes at the same the diversity of the individual
patterns or images on a single curtain as well as the unity of the community as a whole.
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MATERIALS & TECHNOLOGY

The main material is transparent, colored acrylic. Acrylic is extremely durable and does not yellow when
exposed to sunlight.
The individual color swatches measure 4 x 4 inches and are 1/8 inch thick. They are connected with 1/16
inch thick stainless steel spring clips into 8 foot long vertical strands with a 4 inch spacing between the
swatches. The vertical strands are linked together horizontally to limit excessive swaying under strong
wind conditions.
Each curtain uses about 5,500 swatches with a total of about 22,000 swatches for all four curtains. The
suspension from the I-beams is accomplished by a basic track system with hooks to attach the
individual curtain strands to.
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Hook schematic detail

Link with hook between two curtain swatches

The lighting of the curtain at night will be done by programmable architectural flood lights installed on the
concrete V-columns holding up the light rail station. In addition to the illumination of the curtain, the lights’
slow color sequences will bath the underside of the station in soothing light patterns which emphasize the
beauty of the station’s structural design.
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CAPABILITIES

Over the last 15 years I have completed many large-scale installations for public art, museums, and
private collectors. They range from technology-driven interactive light installations to kinetic installations
and the use of traditional art materials such as steel and glass. My production company offers turn-key
production services from design, engineering, manufacturing to on-site installation.
As an example of my efforts in the field of public art over the last 15 years, I would like to briefly showcase two projects that directly relate to my Riverdale Park Station proposal.

The light installation “Passing Through Light” from 2012 creates a volume of light in an urban area that
was formerly seen as a barrier between the 3rd Ward and Biddleville/Wesley Heights neighborhoods in
Charlotte, NC. By simply cleaning up the area around the I-77 Bridge over West Trade Street and
illuminating the underside of the bridge with a soothing light installation the two neighborhoods were
connected. The public delves into a pool of light while walking under the bridge.
Narrative
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In 2016 I completed a series of nine installations for the City of Spartanburg, SC. The series “Seeing
Spartanburg in a New Light” was made possible through the Bloomberg Philanthropies Public Art
Challenge Grant. One of the installations featured was “Mobile Suspension” which featured 6,700
translucent color swatches woven into five suspended curtains each 52 feet long and 12 feet high.

School kids exploring the installation

Young girls immersed in the color reflections of the curtain
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The installation and its intricate patterns were designed by me to create a dazzling visual experience
that changes depending on the time of day, the viewer’s position, and weather conditions. More than
150 community volunteers, including Wofford College’s girls’ volleyball team and Spartanburg Police
officers, assembled the mobile’s curtains.

Spartanburg Police Chief Alonzo Thompson helping with the assembly

The temporary, six month long installation in Spartanburg can be considered a technology prototype for
the suggested installation at the Riverdale Park Station. Although the Spartanburg community was
involved in the assembly of the curtains, the design itself was done exclusively by me. The Riverdale
Park Station installation will put the area’s community into the driver’s seat and give them control over
the very design of the curtains with the option to redesign them periodically.
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CHANGING APPEARANCE DURING THE DAY AND NIGHT

The installation slowly changes its appearance during the course of the day. It switches from a
shimmering mobile during the day, casting its projected colors onto the floor, into a glowing, suspended
volume of light illuminated from below at night.

Projected colors of the curtains’ swatches on the ground

During dusk the curtains transform into a volume of light
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MAINTENANCE

The installation does not require any maintenance. Annual hosing down with high-pressure water is
recommended. Additional cleaning can also be undertaken during a potential redesign and reinstallation
of the curtains. The lowest point of the curtains is 15 feet off the ground and therefore eliminates the
possibility of vandalism.

COLLABORATION

I am looking forward to collaborate and coordinate with the project architect, the construction contractor,
and the general engineering consultant PLTC as may be required to ensure the final acceptance of the
artwork.
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Four curtains suspended from I-beams

Curtain 1: Africa
traditional weaving pattern

Track system with hooks

Curtain 2: Asia
Chinese tile pattern

Several horizontal cross links along each curtain
to limit excessive swaying under strong wind conditions

8 ft

Curtain 3: Americas
Navajo / Aztec weaving pattern
Several horizontal cross links
between curtains to limit swaying
Curtain 4: Europe
Christmas jumper pattern

15 ft

Example of writings from four different
languages as a symbol of Riverdale Park’s
linguistic diversity

C2

Example of traditional patterns from
four different continents as a symbol of
Riverdale Park’s ethnic diversity

Programmable lighting
for night time illumination

“C-Square”
Community Square Riverdale Park Station
a community based installation project
by Erwin Redl
© 2017

DETAIL

Curtain 1: Western languages
vowels of Latin alphabet

Curtain 1: Islam
traditional mosaic pattern

Curtain 2: Arabic
“We love typography!”

Curtain 2: Buddhism
abstract mandala

Curtain 3: Hebrew
numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9

Curtain 3: Judaism
Star of David

Curtain 4: Chinese
“four” “letter” “complete” “words” “timing”

Curtain 4: Christianity
cross pattern

Example of traditional patterns from
four different religions as a symbol of
Riverdale Park’s religious diversity

C2

“C-Square”
Community Square Riverdale Park Station
a community based installation project
by Erwin Redl
© 2017

